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Abstract 

An emittance measuring system has been installed at the 
Bates 1,inear Accelerator Center. The system consists of three 
wire scanners used to mea.sure the electron beam profile, plus a 
mirrocomputer for data acquisition and processing. The scan- 
ners arp Ic~rat~d in a drift space on a beani line. Each scanner 
mca.surrs the horizontal and vertical beam size with a possible 
resolution of 25pm. The horizontal and vertical beam phase 
spares can then be determined. Results of measurements are 
present,ed here. Calculations relating the theoretical accuracy 
of thr rrnittanre measurements with the distance separating 
the scanners, and the location and size of the beam waist, a.re 
ah presented. 

Another technique for measuring emittance has also been 
employed. This technique involves using a wi& scanner to 
n~asllre thr beam size at a fixed location, as a function of the 
st,rFngth of an upstream quadrupole.’ 

Introduction 

‘l’he transverse phase space of a particle beam can be char- 
acts:rized by three parameters. For example, knowing the ex- 
t,ent of the beam phase ellipse in distance and in angle, plus the 
orientation nf thr ellipse, will fully determine the phase space. 
An eqltivalrnt set of parameters is the loca.tion of a beam waist, 
thr waist radius? and the maximum particle divergence at the 
waist. Various techniques can hr used to measure these pa- 
ramrtprs. hleasuring the beam size at three different locations, 
wit,11 2xrd machine optics, will determine the phase spa.ce,’ as 
will mrastlring the beam size at one location for three different 
optirs ronfigllrations. 

In this paper, we describe the technique for mea.suring 
the beam pha.se space by using the measurements of the beam 
sizes at three different loca.tions. Calculations regarding the 
prwision of this technique are presented, as arr results of ex- 
perimental mra.surement,s of the beam phase space at the Bates 
1,inar. 

Measurement Technique 

Consider a beam in a field free region (drift space). If ~0 
is the horizontal beam size at a waist located at axial position 
10, and 0~ is the maximum horizontal divergence angle any 
particle makes with the beam axis at the waist, then the beam 
size r at location z is given by 

x2 : xi + (z z*)20; (1) 

To measure the beam phase spacr, WP measure the bea.m size 
using three profile monitors, equally spaced by the distance 
I,. Defining the origin to he at the center profile monitor, so 
that ‘7, 7 L, z2 = O> and ~3 = +L, the beam sizes Z, at the 
monitors are given by 

7; = xi + (L + to)28,2 

xi = x; 1 z;o; (2) 

xi: = x; + (I, ~ zo)2B,2 

* 11.ark suppori<~d 1)~. the U.S. Department of Energ> 

Thus, knowing the beam sizes Li and the profile monitor sep- 
aration L, we can calculate the waist, size 

the divergence at the waist 

00 = L(xf - 2z; + .:)li2, 
VQ 

a.nd the location of the waist 

L 

( 

g x2 
-- .-1...._ 

z” = 2 XT - 22; +x; > 

(3) 

(4) 

The particle beam emittance t is given by the product, rot?,,, 

e = & [S&z; -22;+z~)-(x;-2:)y2. (‘5) 

A similar set of calculations holds in the vertical dimension. 

These calculations are for the case of equally spaced profile 
monitors in a drift space. They can be extended to include un- 
equal monitor spacing and the presence of intervening optical 
components. 

Measurement Error Analysis 

In order to make meaningful emittance measurements us- 
ing beam profile monitors of realistic resolution, it may be nec- 
essary to set up the beam and the profile monitors in a partic- 
ular manner. The precision of the measurements depends on 
L, ~0, and to. (For a beam of fixed emittance, 0s oc z;I, and 
is not an independent variable.) In general, the precision of an 
emittance measurement increases with increasing L, and when 
the waist is located closer to the center profile monitor. 

To quantitatively determine the uncertainty in the phase 
space measurements, standa.rd propagation of error calcula- 
tions have been made. In making these calculations, it has 
been assumed that the uncertainty in the measured beam sizes 

62, dominate, and that L is known to greater precision. The 
results are 

2 = {uf,x::(x; - r;)2(x; -- 41; t- 3zi)2 

+ 4a&z;[4(zf 2z; -f- xi)’ - (xf ~ x;)“]” 

+ u;,xgx: ~- “;)2(3zf - 4;P; i- z;)2}1’2 

; 4”‘ZX~(S~ ~ 2t; + *i)‘, (7) 

ue,, -.. = &l~ x: + 40&z; + u&x:)“’ 

60 (xf ~ 2T$ + CT;) ’ (8) 

u 
=c' = FT _. ,%I: .+ $)2 bf,+f(4 -- 4," 

t d,44 x;)" t u;,x;(x; - x;)'] 112, (9) 
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and 

CT, 4 

E @32;(2; - 2z; + z$) ~ (z? - zp] 

x [+;(z: - 4z: -- ZZ)” + lSaf&f - 4z; + Xi)” 

+ CT&z&; + 42: - zi)“] 112 . (10) 

Using Eq. (l(I), the beam configura,tion for making opti- 
mum ernittance measurements can be found. For example, the 
effect of moving the location of the beam waist is shown in 
Fig. 1, for fixed monitor separation and different waist sizes. 
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Fig. 1: Precision of emittance measurement 6, u8. location of 
waist ~0, for different waist sizes zg. Here L -= 10 m 
and E 7 0.01 mm. mrad. The precision of the beam 
width at each profile monitor is taken to be qzz = 
25 pm. 

.4s can be seen, it is always best to have the waist near the cen- 
ter monitor (z = 0), although for some 20 this requirement is 
not as critical. (When t,, z 0, the precision of ED is improved, 
which lead; to a decrease in cr.) Figure 1 also indicates that 
for fixed 20, there is a dependency of CT, on 20. This is shown 
explicitly in Fig. 2, which plots 6, as a function of 20 for zo = 0, 
and several different L. The optimum value of so as a function 
of L is shown in Fig. 3. Finally, with 20 at its optimum value 
and z0 T 0, the obtainable o, is shown as a function of L in 
Fig. 4. Here we see that the obtainable fractional precision 
a,/c scales as Le112. 

Experimental Results 

Emittance measurements at Bates, based on the above 
analysis, are made with an automatic emittance measuring sys- 
tem. The beam profiles are determined using high resolution 
wire scanners.’ Data from the scanners are digitized, acquired, 

and processed by the Linac Control System. The processing 
is done on a h4icroV.4X by programs written in a high level 
language, and includes fitting a Gaussian to the profile data to 
determine the beam size. Once the size is known at each scan- 
ner, the emittance, beam waist size and location, and beam 
divergence are calculated, along with estimates of their uncer- 
tainties. 

0 1 0 0120 340 0 60 
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Fig. 2: Precision of emittance measurement 0, ~8. waist size 
20, for different profile monitor separations L. The 
waist is located at the center monitor (z,, = 0), and 
E = 0.01 mm. mrad. The precision of the beam width 
at each profile monitor is taken to be gzi = 25pm. 
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Fig. 3: Waist size I” for optimum cmittance mea.surement u3. 
profile monitor separation L, for t = 0.01 mm. mrad. 
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Fig. 4: Precision of emittancc measurement (r, at optimum 
z0 and t,, VJ. monitor separation I;, for E = 0.01 mm. 
mrad. The precision of the beam width at each profile 
monitor is taken to be c2, = 25pm. 

All data acquired and calculated are displayed on the Mi- 
croVAX workstation. These include plots of the raw data from 
the wire scanners, along with the fitted profiles. Finally, the 
beam phase space ellipse at the center scanner is calculated and 
displayed. Figure 5 shows a sample display. The time needed 
to acquire a complete set of data depends primarily on the 
speed of the wire scanners, with the data analysis taking much 
less time. The scanner speed is a function of several parame- 
ters such as the beam repetition rate and the range of scanner 
motion. Under typical conditions, an emittance measurement 
is completed in less than one minute. 

Fig. 5: Sample emittance measuring system display. The hor- 
izontal and vertical data are shown on the left and 
right halves, respectively. The small boxes at the top 
show beam profile data. The larger boxes show the 
calculated beam phase space ellipses. 
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Fig. 6: Square of the horizontal beam size ~11 VJ. strength 

k of a quadrupole singlet 8.03m upstream from the 
measurement point. The points are experimental data, 
and the curve is the best fit parabola. 

Preliminary results have been obtained with this system. 
The three wire scanners are located in a drift space where 
the beam emerges from the linac. The measured value of the 
horizontal emittance is 0.04mm mrad at a beam energy of 
175 MeV, and 0.02 mm.mrad at 250 MeV. This is in good agree- 
ment with the expected value of 10/y mm. mrad. In addition, 
varying the strength of a quadrupole upstream from the emit- 
tance measuring system produces the expected rotation of the 
measured phase space ellipse. Similar results have been ob- 
tained in the vertical dimension. The uncertainties in these 
measurements, both statistical and systematic, are presently 
under study. 

The emittance of the beam has also been measured using 
a different method.’ In this technique, the size of the beam 
is measured at one location, as a function of the strength of 
an upstream quadrupole. The square of the beam size should 
have a parabolic dependence on quadrupole strength. Results 
of such a measurement in the horizontal dimension are shown 
in Fig. 6. From the parameters of the parabola fit to the data, 
shown in Fig. 6, the emittance is determined to be 0.02 mm. 
mrad at 25OMeV, in agreement with the emittance measured 
using the three scanner technique. 

Summary 

Emittance measurements have been made at Bates using 
an automatic emittance measuring system, consisting of three 
beam profile monitors equally spaced in a drift region. The re- 
sults obtained are in good agreement with the values expected 
at Bates. Measurement of the emittance by an independent 
technique has yielded similar results. 
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